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Specifications
• Requires secure HTTP connectivity between the Alertus Server and Databuoy Shotpoint Service.
• Requires activation and configuration on both the Alertus Server and Shotpoint Services for a secure connection.
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Integration
Trigger alerts automatically on the  
Alertus System with Databuoy  
Shotpoint gunshot detection

This software integration combines Databuoy’s state-of-the-art accoustic gunshot monitoring system with Alertus’ 
powerful alerting capabilities.

The Databuoy Shotpoint Integration enables Alertus to receive real-time gunshot events from the Shotpoint system 
with all relevant incident information, including camera recordings, location, zone information, and the number 
of shots taken. Urgency, attached with all incident details, can be shared immediately with relevant security 
stakeholders and responders using Alertus’ location and incident-aware alerts with intelligent targeting. 

Seamless Integration
Databuoy Shotpoint events trigger instant, 
automatic alerts on the Alertus System.

Customizable & Dynamic
Alerts can include camera footage, links, and 
details about the gunshot event, including 
location, zone, the affected area, number of 
shots, and more. 

Granular Data Exchange
All Shotpoint incident information is 
accessible on the Alertus Event Dashboard.

Easy Activation & Setup
The Alertus Server uses detailed location 
information from Shotpoint to send alerts 
while making decisions about who receives 
the alerts and when.

Flexible Targeting
Detailed event information from Shotpoint, 
coupled with Alertus’ Custom Event 
Triggers, enables targeted alerts to 
specific recipients and locations.

Intelligent Routing
The Alertus Server uses incident details 
from Shotpoint to employ intelligent 
decisioning and send alerts based on the 
data received.



Shotpoint system detects gunshot automatically with the 
audio-visual content.

Gunshot Events automatically syncs to Alertus Event 
Dashboard with all related data.

Alertus activates an alert to the appropriate parties with 
the all relevant data and media.

Scenario

About Alertus
Alertus Technologies is a pioneer and market leader in emergency mass notification systems for large-area, high occupancy 
facilities. Since 2002, Alertus has engineered innovative solutions for unified mass notification, with solutions for facility, 
network, outdoor, and personal notification. Thousands of institutions and enterprise organizations worldwide trust and rely 
on Alertus to protect millions of people. To learn more, visit www.alertus.com.


